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ment the photographs and drawings (based on one abdom
inal and one caudal centrum) which form the bases for 
the diagnostic vignettes. 

I have tested out the identification scheme proposed 
in the book against identified skeletons and with material 
from an Anglo-Saxon midden. The results were varied, 
and showed up several flaws, particularly in presentation. 
For example, no scale is given for any figure (except the 
radiographs); many of the photographs are so lacking in 
contrast as to be useless, and the eorrespunding drawing 
is often too simplified to be critical. Wherc the drawings are 
naturalistic, no account seems to have been taken of 
individual or ontogenetic variation; indeed, nowhere is 
there any record of the number of individuals on which 
the diagnoses were based. Lack uf contrast, t.hc small 
size, and poor quality reproduction greatly reduce the 
value of the radiograpb...'l which, in fact , could be the most 
usoful of all the figures. 

In spite of these criticisms, I believe that the system 
developed by Dessc and du Buit could be of great value, 
esp ecially if in future publicatiom; the quality of the 
photographic reproduction is improved, or the photo
graphs be replaced by good half-tone drawings. For the 
momen t, the worker faced with the need to identify 
centra will still rely heavily Ull comparative specimens. 

P. H. GREENWOOD 

MARINE BIOLOGY 
Marine Biology 
An Introduction to its Problems and Results. By Hermann 
Friedrich. Translated fn)!n the German by Gwynne 
Vevers. (Biology Series.) Pp. xii+474. (Sidgwickand 
Jackson: Londun, January 1970.) 70s buards; 258 paper. 

To the modern student of marine biology the sea is pre
sented as a dynamic systflm, emphasis being given to the 
interactions between j,he atmosphflre, the uceans and the 
cuntinental margins which influence the vast production 
cycles OIl which its economy is based. This demands a 
constant awareness of the physical and chemical condi
tions within the environment, in so far as they affect the 
biological systems in which the student is interested. 
This information must be gathm·ed from a wide variety of 
sources, many written uutside a biological context, and in 
drawing these together in a buuk, Dr Friedrich has per
formed a valuable service. 

Principally an ecologist, the author gives a short his
torical introduction dealing wi(;h the great expeditions, 
collecting gear and the major ecolugical divisions of tho 80a. 
This is followed by widely ranging chapters un the adapta
tions of the plant and animal commlmities of the pelagic 
and benthic environments to the physical conditions they 
experience. 

Although he claims the book is written for the non
specialist, it is obviously aimed at the advanced student 
of marine biology, and the twenty pages of references 
emphasize the thoroughness with which the author has 
documented his material. It is particularly useful as a 
guide to the European literature which might otherwise 
be neglected through language difficulties. 

It is perhaps inevitable that in attempting to cover so 
wide a field the author's responsibility for independent 
critical appraisal is sometimes overlooked and the text 
becomes a mere compendium. For example, Tucker's 
t,heories OIl col migration arc acknuwledged but not de
scribed, and (p. 166) a remarkable suggestion that the 
deep-water fish OpisthoproctU8 drift,s upside down with its 
tubular eyes gazing into the depths is aceepted without 
question. My students found the section on temperat,urej 
salinity relationships of water masses in relation to animal 
dist,ribution su brief as to be incomprehensible without, 
consulting the original authors. 

Dr Vevers has provided a clcar and flucnt, tmm;latiun, 
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and the text is wcll illustrated wiLh 206 figures and 56 
tables (including one which has to be inverted to read it,). 
In spite of these shortcomings, t,he value uf the book lies 
in the presentation of material previously aVAilable unly 
as original papers, and at this price the paperbaek edition 
represents a real barga,in. DEREK DORSETT 

VERTEBRATE BRAINS 
Neurobiology of Cerebellar Evolution and Development 
Edited by R. Lliwis. (Proceedings uf the First Inter
national Symposium uf the Institute for Biomcdica l 
Research: AMA Education Re::;earch Foundation.) Pp. 
x + 9a 1. (American Medical Associatiun: Chicago, 1969.) 
n.p. 
THIS largo, well produeed bouk is <1 record uf a symposium 
held only a little more than a year ago. With so much 
material, some attempt tu organize t,he contributiuns intu 
a logieal pattern was clcarly desirable, and this has boen 
carried out partly by grouping the'· contributions aceording 
to phylogeny-onc section dealing with fish, one with 
amphibia and reptiles, and another with mammals. A 
separate section is devoted to ontogeny, and two papers 
are included under thc heading "Vestibulo-aeoustic Input". 

The book op3ns with an introduetion , of laudable 
intention , comprising chapters on vertebrate history 
(Romer), comparativc cerebellar morphology (Elizabeth 
Crosby) and on the comparative anatumy and physiology 
of the cerebellar cortex (Llinas and Hillman), and ends 
with a review by Jansen. The general standard of con
tribution is high, and one would have no reservations 
about recommcnding the volume as a collection of indi
vidual papors. Does it not, however, purport. to be some
thing more? 

Thai; the fashionable word "neurobiology·' appears in 
bot.h title and prefaee suggests t hi s, and the inelusion uf 
the chaptct·s by Homer, Crosby and Jansen confirms it. 
Therc is, also, thc op3ning of the introductory chapter by 
Llimts and Hillman: " Sin!le this symposium is dedi!lated 
to the study of phylogenetic clevllloprnent of the cera bel
lum ... " (p.4a). Such IIlay have been t,he intention but, 
inhibited perhaps by the warnings of both Romer and 
Crosby on the diffieulties of extmpolat,ing "lines" of 
evolution from tho data of comp;trative studies, the partici
pants have in fact produ!led a sories of excellent papers 
on various aspeets of the eomp:uative structure and 
function of tho cerebellum. The contributiuIls that do 
at,t,ompt Burne generalization or synthesis in tho directiuIl 
of this "dedicatiun" do so from limited viewpoints. Thus 
Llimil:l and Hillman eonclude that tho evolution of the 
cerobellar eortex becomos readil y comprehensible if one 
contrasts the development of the climbing and mossy 
fibre systems in rolation to the control of Purkinje cells. 
No attempt is made to correlate such changes with other 
changes in the organization uf t,h ll !lerebellar system, or 
alterations in tho loeomution of evolving animals. One 
might object that too little is known to enable us to do 
this, but that itself is worth demonstrating in this context. 

This deficiency is significant enough to highlight the 
compartmental nature of the text, and brings into ques
tion the reason for publishing the proceedings of symposia 
in this form. From 11 perusal of the titlcs and declared 
intent,ions of many group meetings of this general kind, 
one might be forgiven for sllpp:>sing thll point ufpublishing 
the contributions as collectiuns t·o be an attempt to dis
tribut,c to a wider audience some measure of a synthesis 
or "state of knowledge" of the topic. Evon if one assumes 
that the pal ticipants wero able to reach such an enviable 
state of assimilation, this is rarely, if ever, eommunicated 
by the published volume. The present, book is ne 
exception. but it must again be stressod that this is no 
reflexion on the papors read as individual contributions. 

K. R. WEBSTER 
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